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Thanks for Making Navasota Work!
On behalf of the City of Navasota, thank you for allowing us to serve you. The City
citizens and businesses. Everyday we come to work with great pride and a

even more so. The operation of a city is not possible without all departments and
the key to keeping the City functioning at high levels, from Public Safety,
Council all of us must work as a team to move forward.
I would like to dedicate this publication to the men and women who make
Navasota work! Let this document be a testament to the job they all do to keep
the water, sewer, and gas systems running smoothly, streets and drainage
systems maintained, Parks and Recreation facilities groomed and beautiful, and
Public Safety keeping all citizens and visitors safe.
Thanks for the opportunity to serve.
City Manager, City of Navasota
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Your City Public Works Team
Jeff Greer serves as Navasota’s Director of Utilities, having accumulated over 30 years of experience in
managing water, wastewater, and natural gas operations. He maintains a Class C (Surface,
Groundwater, & Distribution) water systems operator’s license from the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality and a Class A (Wastewater) license, and is natural gas qualified. Jeff says, “I
love helping others, troubleshooting issues, and working together as a team.”
Jeff Greer
Utilities

Jose Luis Coronilla has been a part of the City of Navasota team for just over 19 years. He was named
the Director of both the Street Maintenance and Sanitation Departments in the summer of 2015. Jose
says, “I like being part of our community development and enjoy working on new projects to make
our city a better place to live. I like helping our citizens in any way I can.” His dual role means Jose
stays busy ensuring Navasota’s solid waste disposal operates smoothly while also making sure the
city stays on top of road cleaning, repair, and expansion efforts.
Jose Coronilla
Streets & Sanitation

Dominique Lowery began his journey with the City of Navasota as a Parks Foreman over 11 years ago.
Due to his tireless dedication to the parks and recreational facilities of Navasota, Dominique was
named Facilities Manager during his seventh year with the city. Today, he is responsible for
maintaining all facilities of the city including City Hall and all of the park properties. Dominique also
works to ensure Navasota’s facilities operate as expected, even during unexpected disasters like
floods and extended power outages.
Dominique Lowery
Parks & Recreation

Our Mission

The Public Works and Community Services Department is dedicated to provide reliable water, wastewater, and natural gas systems, assuring the effective maintenance of streets, drainage and buildings
with a guiding philosophy of service for the protection of health, safety, and welfare of all citizens
through an infrastructure that promotes and encourages planned responsible industrial, commercial,
and residential growth in a manner that preserves and enhances our environment.
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Capital Improvement Projects 101

Essentially, Capital Improvement Projects (also referred to as Projects or CIPs throughout the
remainder of this publication), are extensive works undertaken by local governments to either
maintain, expand, or repair major infrastructure. This often includes road and street maintenance,
water and wastewater management, utility infrastructure construction, and parks & recreation
development.
Cities are generally responsible for maintaining all of these systems within the city limits, and some
beyond in their extraterritorial jurisdiction (or ETJ). Most of the funding for many projects comes from
city funds set up specifically for such maintenance and development, while some include general
revenue sources. Many significant projects forecasted by city planners are funded by bond issues
(subject to voter approval) or grants from federal, state, and private sources.

Bond Issues

When a government holds a bond election, it is seeking voter approval to obtain financing for
expensive projects. This allows the government to spread out the cost over time, in the same way an
individual might finance a mortgage to buy a house.
If approved, the government issues bonds and raises capital from investors through open markets,
paying a small interest rate that generates income tax-free to the investor. With the capital raised,
the government can afford to pay for the large project as forecasted and then pays interest until the
financing is paid off. Projects that increase the government’s revenue make this even easier!

Grants

Whenever possible, cities look to grants to assist with sizable projects. The primary way the federal
government disburses money to cities is through grants. One example of this is the flood mitigation
projects that often receive grant funding from FEMA to assist with the costs of making improvements
to drainage systems.
The State of Texas also issues grants to cities for things like economic development and public
infrastructure improvements. Often, private foundations also offer grants for things like law
enforcement equipment (body cameras and armor) or fire and safety equipment (like vehicles).
Grant funding is the most exciting for a city to obtain because it’s FREE! Grants do not cost taxpayers
which frees up public funds for other important needs.

Benefits of Capital Improvement

Governments must make capital improvements because that’s how vital infrastructure gets updated
and expanded, as needed. There are numerous other benefits to capital improvement, as well. In
most cases, when a city is managed well, it can conduct such projects in a way that is inviting to new
development, such as improvements to parking for shoppers and offices, and recreation and parks
that attract young families. This type of economic development creates jobs and generates value.
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A Brief History of Capital Improvement in Navasota

The past 15 years have seen a lot of growth in Navasota and Grimes County. In fact, our population
has grown an estimated 12.7% since 20101, which means increased opportunity and a robust
economy, but it also means our city has to keep up with the matching increase in city services like
water, roads, and sewage treatment capacity.
Managing growth is challenging enough, but throw in multiple major flooding events, aging
infrastructure, and a pandemic, and it can be even more complicated!
Your city leaders set out a long time ago to chart a healthy course for Navasota to tackle these
challenges while being responsible with the use of tax revenues. Much of the projects completed
over the last 15 years have been done so with the help of grant money available at no cost to the city!

“The city has made extraordinary effort to conduct outreach and education.
They’ve done lots of infrastructure projects considering the scope and age of the
community. They’ve been good!”
-Johnny McNally, Executive Director, Navasota-Grimes County Chamber of Commerce
In fact, of the nearly $14 million in projects completed or started in Navasota since 2006, over $5.9M
have been funded by grants, saving taxpayers almost 42%. So, what’s been done, you ask?
Over $1.06M in rehabilitation or repair of approximately 118,313 square yards of roads,
streets, & bridges (in addition to repairs completed by Grimes County & TXDOT)
Over $6M in improvements or expansion to water and wastewater systems throughout
the city, including main supply lines, treatment facilities, and monitoring systems.
Approximately $300,000 in improvements or expansion to gas delivery throughout the
city, including extension of new lines into growth areas and meter replacement.
Sidewalks repaired & downtown parking expanded, and downtown beautification &
revitalization completed that has contributed to a 112% boost in sales tax revenue!
Drainage & flood mitigation projects dramatically improving surface water flow and
retention in downtown areas and local flood-prone areas.

“Each Council Member has their heart in a specific project and different areas of
focus, with a diversity of expertise and experience.”
-Pattie Pederson, Navasota City Councilwoman

1
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(U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts n.d.)

“The EDC funded $1.2M last year, which was put into downtown parking
improvements and towards fixing drainage issues, helped by federal grants too!”
-Mike Harris, President, Navasota Economic Development Corporation

Along with funding and managing resources, one of the biggest challenges in planning and
implementing capital improvement is ensuring that the whole city’s vital needs are met, while also
ensuring an equitable distribution of needed improvements across all areas of the city.

How the Projects Stack Up

While not everyone may easily understand the benefits of improving our vibrant downtown area to
drive economic development, most citizens can readily identify the location of a pothole on their route
home from work, or a loss of water pressure due to capacity stresses.
Numerous factors drive the prioritization of projects, including funding, access to (or seasonal costs of)
materials needed to complete work, access to labor (contractors), forecasted serviceability issues of
existing equipment or facilities, etc. In a recent study conducted by researchers from the Bush School
of Government & Public Service at Texas A&M University we gained some insight into how Navasotans
rank their top four priorities:

Road & Street Maintenance
Drainage & Flood Mitigation
Water & Wastewater Management
Revitalization & Beautification
Judging from results from the community survey, Navasota has managed projects almost entirely in
line with citizen demands. By funds allocated and geographical distribution, one of the leading
categories of spending for our city has been road and street maintenance and repair, followed by a
significant investment in drainage and flood mitigation improvements vital to our city’s future.
We have also invested a substantial portion of city resources to downtown revitalization and
beautification in an effort to make downtown Navasota a premier business and tourism destination.
Economic indicators illustrate how this investment is paying dividends, contributing to sales tax
revenue growth of over 112% and property value growth for homeowners of over 144%!
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Analysis Conducted by Texas A&M Researchers
In August 2020, the City of Navasota contracted with a
research team form the Bush School of Government &
Public Service at Texas A&M University to analyze the
most recent 15-year history of capital improvement
projects in our city. The researchers compared our

practices to those of other similar cities as well as
recommendations by policy experts from around the
world. The team also conducted a survey of citizens and
community leaders representing business, education,
government, and local civic and charitable activity. They

“I am pleased with what the city staff has done in regards to
capital improvement projects and I am excited for the future!”
Mayor and Councilman, Bert Miller
also took a deeper dive into how the city manages funds
related to the projects conducted to see how we
compare to other cities and to learn about ways we
might be able to ensure good stewardship of tax dollars.
The study analyzed sales tax and property valuations as

two key economic indicators, and assessed our ability to
draw on other funds available to us for managing city
resources. Although a more comprehensive report was
prepared for city management, the bulk of the data
important to most citizens is presented here.

“The best thing about this
City is that elected officials
are available”
-Citizen

The above word cloud illustrates the most common words or phrases collected in survey responses from citizens as
part of their various subjective comments. Words that appear larger and darker appeared more frequently than the
others, representing what’s most being talked about.
This type of analysis can be helpful in indicating what’s on peoples’ minds even if they are hesitant to share honest
opinions for various reasons. This data indicates that Navasotans who responded most had opinions regarding
downtown, roads, streets, followed by a host of more specific concerns including business, repairs, improvement,
and words surrounding beautification.
The survey also told us a lot about what Navasotans know (or don’t know) about improvement projects and gave
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city leaders an indicator of where we might be able to improve communications to better educate citizens on what’s
being done to help Navasota grow responsibly while maintaining what makes us a great town to raise a family or
even grow old together. Here’s a little about our community you may not know:

Do You Have Children at Home?

How Long Have You Lived Here?
48.65%
19.72%
9.91%
20.72%

65.77%
26.13%
7.21%
.90%

Over 20 Years
10-20 Years
5-9 Years
Under 5 Years

None at Home
1-2 Children
3-4 Children
5+ Children

How Have Capital Improvements Helped Navasotans?

Aside from the obvious visible repairs and upgrades to city infrastructure like water supply and sewage lines, and
streets and parking areas that are being made while you see a lot of orange signs, there are more long-term benefits
to the community and homeowners that aren’t as easy to see.

$200,000,000
$150,000,000

2000-2020
2000-2020

$100,000,000
$75,000,000

144%

2005

2010

2020
2015

Property valuations have skyrocketed in Navasota since 2005. Some of this is due to the healthy natural level of
growth in the city from populations that move out of larger cities to quieter communities like ours as they age.
However, this value is maximized when the city manages its infrastructure well, local schools remain competitive
compared to other areas, and local economic development is robust.

30%

TOP

TOP-RANKED
TOP-RANKED

“Getting ahead on these projects has served as a preventative
medicine to helping our city’s long-term infrastructure.”
Councilwoman Pattie Pederson

How Does Navasota Pay for Projects?

It may surprise you to know that city staff secures funding for different types of capital improvements from outside
city coffers. This translates directly to savings for you as a taxpayer, because one way or another these
improvements (many of which are to maintain critical existing infrastructure) have to be completed.
The graph to the right highlights major grant funding
the city received to fund specific projects. For example,
most of the recent downtown revitalization project was
funded by the Texas General Land Office, which sets
aside funding for local governments to improve
downtown economic development.

$1.28M Other State
TXDOT
$5.5M
$4.91M Gen Land Office
$660k Federal & Other
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“The economic effect of COVID has surprisingly benefited the
City, in terms of sales tax… people are staying closer to home
and helping the local economy.”
Mayor Pro-Tempore & Councilman Grant Holt

Climbing Revenues from Successful Economic Policy

Sales tax revenues generated by local commerce has steadily increased year over year in the past 15 years, with
sharper increases during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is largely due to economic development that has been
undertaken to drive local business growth and encourage development in Navasota, which creates more
opportunities for Navasotans to work and shop right here. Expanded options for local residents allowed people to
stay closer to home which effectively turbo-charged local revenues.

$200,000
$150,000
$100,000
Oct

Nov

Dec
2018-2019

Jan

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep
2019-2020
2020-2021
The chart above illustrates how revenues can change seasonally from month to month, but in 2020-2021, thus far
each month’s revenue has exceeded previous years.
Although final data since February 2021 wasn’t available at the time of this publication, receipts reported represent a continuing trend to date.

Public Works & Capital Improvement Projects

The City of Navasota’s Public Works Department As you might imagine, this is no small task. While
manages the entire network of city utility and planners try their best to anticipate the needs of a
growing city, often unexpected disasters can occur
transportation infrastructure, including:
which can change priorities or redirect assets towards
different problems.
Roads & Bridges
This happened when Navasota experienced major
flooding after record rainfall events over the past few
Water & Wastewater Systems
years and more recently when we experienced the
unexpected deep freeze in February 2021.
Gas Distribution Systems
Through it all, your city Public Works team braved the
elements, the mud, the heat, the dark of night, and a lot
of other obstacles to keep the city running and stay on
Parks & Facilities
track to complete major initiatives. This helps the city
better prepare for disasters and mitigate damage, all
while maximizing the efficiency of critical systems like
Drainage & Flood Control
water treatment and waste disposal. What’s more
impressive is how the city has been able to do it all while
maintaining fiscal health and growing our economy.
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Highlights of the Last 15 Years of Working for You

From 2006 to 2020, the City of Navasota has been hard at work improving the quality of life for citizens while
also keeping an eye on the future. As older municipal infrastructure like pipes and treatment plants age, it can
become dangerous and more expensive to maintain. Your city is ensuring the future is safe while being good
stewards of tax dollars.
All over town, we’re making sure that homes and businesses have the vital services they need like water,
sewage, and gas, and that the streets you drive to school or work are safe. To make sure the city continues to
grow responsibly, we’re also working hard to drive economic activity in our areas of commerce, particularly
downtown where Navasota’s history is rich and our future is vibrant. Come see how Navasota works for you.
Navasota Works • Project Map

Navasota
Works!
Public Works Dept
200 E McAlpine St
Navasota TX 77868
(936) 825-6450
navasotatx.gov/public-works

